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ie é BPR he bide Sdediloe Ghee eon SPRe ogy % | HOLD JOINT ELECTION Census Chairman: Elizabeth George ’27—Y. W. C- 
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i Henry T. Schnittkind, the Stratford] DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT | Keying CS set in when particles [| 
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_\| - The Daily Cardinal Has Over 15,000 Readers i a 
Ee | a PA large portion of the Cardinal circulation logical medium to use for reaching the univer- | 
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pil read each paper. Vere oe vertising by calling the Advertising Manager, ‘ 
: s ; | It is evident that the Daily Cardinal isthe Badger 6606. | : 
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be “| ; | We have trained copy writers from Professor Gardner’s classes to write your ads. a
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